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In this article, we propose a language, Asynchronous Propositional Temporal Logic @ZTL), for

the specification and verification of distributed hard real-time systems. APTL extends the logic

TPTL by deahng explicitly with multiple local clocks. We propose a distributed-system model

which permits definition of inequalities asserting the temporal precedence of local clock readings.

We show the expressiveness of APTL through two nontrivial examples. Our 10QC can be used to

specify and reason about such important properties as bounded clock rate drifting We then give

a2 Z“’n’ tableau-based decision procedure for determmmg APTL satisfiability, where n is the size

(number of bits) of the input formula.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hard real-time systems have attracted much research effort in recent years.

One concern is how to provide a solid theoretical base for the forthcoming

programming languages and logics for hard real-time system specification

and verification. The best-studied approaches have been the linear-time

propositional temporal logics (PTL) [Pnueli 19771. The models of PTL are

one-way infinite-state sequences along which each state is a complete de-

scription of the system. The syntax of PTL allows proposition names, boolean
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operators, and modal operators ❑ (FOREVEIR or HENCEFORTH), O (EVEN-

TUALLY), O (NEXT), and % (UNTIL). With the modal operators, we may

make assertions about state sequences. For example,

n(p + Oq)

says that at every state along the state sequence, if p is true at that state,

then from that state on, q is eventually true.

For embedded hard real-time systems, PTL is inadequate since it is not

designed for making quantitative temporal assertions. Several different ap-

proaches have been taken to extend PTL to give it such a capability [Alur and

Henzinger 1989; 1990; 1991; Emerson et al. 1992; Ghezzi 1990; Harel 1990;

Koymans 1990; Ostroff 1990]. One prominent example is TPTL [Alur and

Henzinger 1989; 1990]. In TPTL, in addition, to the proposition values, there

is a single clock reading at every state. We can freeze a clock reading at a

state and use inequalities to compare the differences between the frozen clock

readings. For example, in

❑X.(P ~ Oy.(q A (y <X + 5))).

the dot operator “.” after x and y is the freezing operator that freezes the

readings of the clock in variables x and y respectively. This formula says

that for every state with p true, eventually there is a state with q true

within five time units.

It has been shown that the satisfiability problem of TPTL is EXPSPACE-

complete and that there is a tableau-based decision procedure of doubly

exponential time complexity [Alur and Henzinger 1989]. TPTL is a powerful

formalism for specifying many interesting real-time properties, provided

there is only a single system clock. A frequent clock synchronization problem

in a multiclock system is that of clock jitter, i.e., an unstable ticking-rate

ratio among the clocks in a distributed system. An unfortunate limitation of

the TPTL framework, however, is that a direct extension of TPTL with

traditional inequalities to include multiple clocks results in undecidability

[Alur and Henzinger 1990]. A key motivation for this article is the following

question:

In a distributed system with multiple local clocks, how do we specify timing

assertions with respect to the local clocks in a unified way and still retain
elementary decidability?

Let us first illustrate the issues with some examples.

Example 1. A pizza parlor has the following policy: Any pizza order

through the phone that is not deliuered within 30 minutes will be served free.

There is a potential serious problem with this policy. Specifically, on whose

clock is the “30 minutes” measured? Is the pizza parlor allowed to stop its

clock every time before a deadline expires? Is the customer allowed to use

her/his own watch that ticks twice as fast as the pizza parlor’s clock?

In previous research, Alur and Henzinger [1990] use inequality operators

(<, <,2,>,= ) to compare the readings of different local clocks. They

treat local clock readings as numbers. The truth value of an inequality
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depends on whether the left-hand side is > , z , or <, the right-hand side

according to the usual meaning of integer inequalities.

Example 2. Consider the pizza parlor of Example 1, and there are 2 clock

readings,

—PizzaOrcLer = 400 according to the customer’s local clock, and

—PizzaDelivery = 430 according to the pizza parlor’s local clock.

Thus PizzaOrder + 30 = PizzaDelivery is true because 400 + 30 = 430.

Inequalities, each with readings of different local clocks, were used by Alur

and Henzinger [ 1990] to show the undecidability of a multiple-clock extension

of TPTL. However in some respects, formulas (1) and (2) below are not

equivalent.

Pizza Order + 30 = PizzaDeliuery (1)

400 + 30 = 430 (2)

First, formula (1) provides more information than formula (2) because it

specifies that Pizza Order = 400 is a reading of the customer’s clock and that

PizzaDeLivery = 430 is a reading of the pizza parlor’s clock. This piece of

information is completely lost in formula (2). Second, formula (1) does not

necessarily make sense. Since the two clocks may tick at completely indepen-

dent rates, why compare the numerical values of their readings? Also in

formula (1), on which clock “ + 30” is measured is completely unclear. In other

words, formula (1) is trying to compare “apples” (ticks of the customer’s clock)

and “oranges” (ticks of the pizza parlor’s clock).

On account of these observations, we propose the following approach: (1)

We shall treat local clock readings as special temporal marks instead of

numerical values. (2) We shall make the readings of different clocks distinct

from one another. (3) We shall define a new class of asynchronous inequality

operators to compare the temporal precedence between the local clock read-

ings instead of using traditional integer inequalities to compare their numer-

ical values according to the usual axioms for arithmetic inequalities.

We shall apply these ideas to generalize TPTL from the single-clock model

to a multiple-clock model. The resulting language is APTL (Asynchronous

PTL). The satisfiability problem of APTL is, as for TPTL, EXPSPACE-com-

plete, and can be answered with time complexity 2 z ““2’, where n is the size

(number of bits) of the input.

In Section 2, we propose the new system model for distributed real-time

systems. In Section 3, we propose a new timing constraint specification unit,

the asynchronous inequality, for distributed real-time systems. We introduce

APTL in Section 4. The clock synchronization properties expressible with

APTL are also discussed.

We give two examples, described in Section 5, to illustrate the expressive-

ness of APTL. The first example is a railroad crossing monitor controller

system. We assume that there are two clocks in the system, one shared by the

trains and the other used by the monitor controller. The second example 1s a

simplified version of a realistic missile avionics system where there is a
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single clock. Owing to its size, we leave the APTL description of the second

example to Appendix A.

The decision procedure of the APTL satisfiability problem is discussed

briefly in Section 6 while some technical details, including the proof of the

EXPSPACE-completeness of the APTL satisfiability problem, are left to

Appendix B. Section 7 compares APTL with some related work. Section 8

makes some final remarks.

2. A NEW DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME COMPUTING MODEL

In our system model there is no global clock accessible to users. A system is

composed of a set of local clocks and a set of event types. A local clock is a

physical device which when accessed, returns an integer such that the values

returned are monotonically nondecreasing and increase infinitely often in

every run of the system. For convenience, we assume that a system with m

local clocks uses integers 1 through m to index the local clocks. The event

corresponding to a change in the value returned by a local clock is called a

tick,and each tick increases the value returned by exactly one.

We now introduce a new type of object called local clock reading to

distinguish the values returned by different clocks. For a system of m local

clocks and any integer a, a, is called a local clock reading and denotes the

return of value a by clock i, for any i G {1, ...,m}. Given a local clock reading

a, and any integer constant d, we call a, + al a displaced local clock reading

with displacement d and designate a, + d = (a + d),.

In addition to a set of local clocks, we have a set of event types in our

system model. Each event type is specific to one local clock. Occurrences of an

event type take place only at the ticks of the local clock associated with the

event type. At each tick of its local clock, an event type can have at most one

occurrence. Examples of event occurrences are the ticking of a local clock

itself, the toggling of a boolean variable, and detection of a hardware inter-

rupt.

We also assume that an observer can only be positioned at the site of a

particular clock and observe the events specific to her/his local clock. One

important property of this model is that two observers cannot observe con-

flicting temporal precedence between two instantaneous-event occurrences.

In our model, temporal precedence is a partial order because of insufficient

information on the part of the observer, and not because of conflicting

observations. Observers can only time events by their local clocks; for two

observers to see the same events, they must be at the same local clock. As a

result, two observers cannot observe conflicting temporal precedence among

same events, since temporal precedence among events on the same local clock

is determined by the readings of that clock. This is different from the

assumption in Plotkin and Pratt [ 1990]. We think that our model is more

practical because in a fully distributed system, it is natural to specify

behavior that can be observed locally. Under our system model, it is enough

to model runs by sequences whose elements are sets of event occurrences that

are simultaneous (as determined by a local clock). Also, a partial-order

specification S of simultaneous-event occurrence sets is satisfiable iff there is
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Fig. 1 A segment of a 2-clock global schedule

a total order of simultaneous-event occurrence sets satisfying S. Accordingly,

we find it convenient to have a conceptual logical global clock in mind such

that for every event occurrence, there is a logical global clock tick. We

emphasize that this global clock is not accessible to people writing a specifica-

tion. That is, all timing constraints in a specification must be specified with

respect to the local clocks of the events involved.

Based on logical global time, the local clocks can be modeled by a set of

nondecreasing fhnctions from the integers to the integers such that they

increase infinitely often for increasing arguments. The operation of a system

of m local clocks can be described by a 2-way infinite sequence called a global

schedule,

CD= . ..@_1@o@1@2 . ..~k . . .

where, for all k, dk is a total function such that

—q5~( i) = a, iff the reading of clock i at global time ii is a, for each

I<i<m; and

—~k( e) = true iff event type e has an occurrence at global time k, for each
event type e.

For convenience, we overload the function symbol ~~ above. We shall assume

that O is the global system-starting time. For every integer k and clock

symbol, i, iff ~~( i ) = a,, we say the ath tick of clock i is at logical global time

k iff ~~(i) = @h_](i) + 1.

Example 3. Consider the global schedule segment for two clocks shown in

Figure 1. At global time 56, the reading of clock 1 is 15, i.e., @~6(l) = 151. At

global time 58 the reading of clock 2 is 8, i.e., @~B(2) = 8Z. Also @~6(l) = 151 =

171 – 2 = &l(l) – 2.

There are two properties that we have required of each local clock. A global

schedule is valid iff the reading of each local clock does not decrement. It is
progressive iff the reading of each local clock increments infinitely often. Only

progressive and valid global schedules are of interest to us.

We use the symbol Ck as the set of the indices of the local clocks that tick

at global time h, i.e., C~ = {ill < i < m, Ok(i) = ~~.l(i) + 1}.

Example 4. As in Example 3, we have CbG = {l}, CE~ = @, and C~g = {1, 2}.

3. ASYNCHRONOUS INEQUALITIES

We now informally explain the asynchronous inequalities we use to compare

temporal precedence. Corresponding to traditional inequality operators < ,
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<,>, > , and = , we have the following

operators.

4 : no later than; D : no earlier than;— —

a : earlier than; D later than;

We define the following translation function.

five asynchronous inequality

* : at the same ins ant as;

sync(” U“) ==” < “ sync(”D “) ‘“ 2 “ sync(” + “) ‘“ = “.

sync(” 4”) =“ < “ syne( “ D “) = “ >> “

We shall use - to represent a generic asynchronous inequality operator.

The syntax of an async?monous inequality (a literal in our logic) for an

m-clock system is of the form:

al+c-bl+d.

Note that both sides of the inequality are displaced local clock readings.

Example 5. We have the 2-clock global-schedule segment in Figure 2.

Pizza Order and PizzaDelivery are clock readings according to the pizza

parlor’s clock and customer’s clock respectively. Then “PizzaOrder +

54 PizzaDelivery” is false because of an unsatisfied response time of at least

5=ccording to the customer’s local clock with respect to this state sequence.

On the other hand, “PizzaOrder + 3 a Pizza,9elivery – 2“ is true because of a

satisfied response time of at least 3 time units according to the customer’s

local clock followed by at least 2 time units according to the pizza parlor’s

local clock.

This example illustrates that in general, one cannot move constants freely

from one side of an asynchronous inequality operator to the other. This is an

important distinction between asynchronous inequalities and traditional in-

equalities.

We need the following definition to complete the definition of asynchronous

inequalities.

Definition 1. Local to global lookup: given a global schedule CD of m

clocks, for any integer 1 s i s m, a, and k, we define the local to global value
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Table I Syntax of APTL Formulas

function L2G from local clock readings to global times such that

L2G(@, a,) =k

iff i ● C’h and qb~(i) = a,.

An asynchronous inequality is interpreted

clock global schedule. Given a global schedule

al+c - bj + d is true under @ iff

with respect to a given multi-

CII, an asynchronous inequality

L2G(@, a, + c)sync(-)L2G(@, bJ + d)

is true. For example, the inequality a, + cs bj + d is true under @ iff the

(a + c)-th tick of clock i comes no later than the ( b + d )-th tick of clock j in
cD. Note that under this definition, asynchronous inequalities degenerate to

traditional inequalities when there is only one clock in the system.

4. ASYNCHRONOUS PROPOSITIONAL TEMPORAL LOGIC

We now extend TPTL to our rnulticlock system model with asynchronous

inequalities, resulting in the logic APTL, Asynchronous Propositional Tempo-

ral Logic.

4.1 Syntax of APTL

The syntax of a well-formed APTL formula S for an m-clock system is given

in Table I, where p is a proposition name (a finite string consisting of letters,

digits, periods (“.”), and underscores (“_”) which begins with a letter);

Xl, . . ..xm are the names of local reading l~ar~ables for clock 1, . . . . m respec-

tively; i is an integer index for a clock; c is a nonnegative integer constant

(finite string of digits). O and Z are the modal operators NEXT and UNTIL

respectively.

We have the notion of free and bound variables and scope as in first-order

logic. In the formula [xl,..., x~]S, [xl, ..., Xml serves to quantify xl, ..., .Y~l.

All occurrences of xl,. ... x~ in [r,,. . . , x~]S are thus bound, and S is
the scope of quantification. An unbound variable in an APTL formula is a
free variable. We also refer to [ x ~, . . . . x~ ] as the variable declaration for

x~, ..., Xm.

T,, 1< i < m, is an extension of the dynamic variable T in TPTL [Alur and

Henzinger 1989]. When interpreting a formula at state oh, for 1 < i < m, T,

is interpreted as oh(i). This will be made clear when we introduce the formal

semantics of APTL.

We use false, 0S, EI S, SI A Sz, and S1 * Sz as shorthands for ~ true, US

true, 707 S, 7 ( = S’l v T S’z), and ( 7 S1 ) v Sz respectively. When parsing a
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Table 11, Semantics of APTL Formulas

formula, the logic connective and modal operators have decreasing prece-

dence in the following order ~, [ . . .1,0,0, ❑,ZY, A , v , + . Parentheses will
be used in case it is necessary to disambiguate the syntax.

4.2 Semantics of APTL

We interpret APTL formulas over multiclock state sequences in which states

are marked by local clock ticks and propositions which are true in those

states. Given a system of m local clocks and an m-clock state sequence

0= ...@-l@O@l@2...~>...> we shall refer to oh as a state, with a slight

abuse of terminology. +0 is the system-starting state. For all k >0, we shall

call ~h the current state in interpreting formulas at state ok. To define the

satisfiability of APTL formulas, we extend the environment mapping % from

Alur and Henzinger [1989]. An environment is a set of assignments of local

clock readings to local reading variables. %[ xl ~ al, ..., x~ + am] denotes

the environment that agrees with i% on all variables except x ~,. . ., x., which

are mapped to al, . . . . am respectively. We shall define what it means to say

that along multiclock state sequence @ with environment % at state ~~, the

APTL formula S is true, written ~z k,% S, recursively as shown in Table II.

For every integer k, we use %k for the environment that, for all 1< i < m,

interprets Ti and all variables with subscript i as cjl,(i). We say that

multiclock state sequence @ is a model of an APTL formula S or @ satisfies

S, @ k S, iff do I= ~OS. S is satisfiable iff there is a model for S. When

~~ > ~,S, we may simply write ~h i= S.

Example 6. In the pizza parlor example, the management decides to make

their 30-minute delivery guarantee more precise. There policies are as fol-

lows:

—The pizza parlor starts taking telephone orders only after five minutes into

each business day.

—The 30-minute delivery times is composed of 10 minutes according to the

pizza parlor’s clock followed by 20 minutes according to the customer’s

clock.
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The way the pizza parlor management can make the policy precise is to write

the policy in the following APTL formula and requires this formula be true at

the beginning of each business day. Here we index the customer’s clock and

the pizza parlor’s clock by 1 and 2, respectively. Pizza_ Order and Pizza_ De-

livery are two proposition names.

Since the formula is expected to be true at the beginning of the business day,

the state at the beginning of the business day is the current state we are

interested in. Thus Tz refers to the reading of the pizza parlor’s clock at the

beginning of the business day.

4.3 Clock Synchronization with APTL

We show how to use the asynchronous inequality operators to compare the

rates of local clocks. APTL does not allow one to assert that for every current

state, TI – Tz < d for some constant d, i.e., the numerical value of one clock

reading is always no greater than the numerical value of another clock

reading plus d. To be able to make such an assertion about clock synchro-

nization leads to verification undecidability, as seen in Alur and Henzinger

[ 1990]. Instead, we can require that the drift of the ticking rates of the clocks

be bounded.

Example 7. The formula ❑ [ xl, yj ].Ya + 2 a xl + 1 implies at any current

state, TI – dl s 1/2( Tz — dz ) for some constants dl and dz. The intuitive

interpretation of this formula is that in any interval spanning 1 tick of clock

1, there must be at least 2 ticks of clock 2.

As another example, the formula ❑ [ xl, yz ] yz + 1 d xl + 2 implies that at

any current state, TI – dl < 2(TZ – dz ) for some constants dl and dz. The

intuitive interpretation is that in any interval spanning 2 ticks of clock 1, we

must have at least 1 tick of clock 2.

5. EXAMPLES

In this section, we shall describe two real-time systems that have been

specified in APTL. The first is an asynchronous version of the railroad

crossing monitor controller system from Jahanian and Stuart [1988] in which
we assume that the train uses one clock and the monitor controller uses

another. The second is a simplified version of a missile avionics system that is

based on a real system. We have written an APTL prover that verifies some

desired safety properties of these two system specifications. For these two

specifications, the prover is able to terminate successfully in 521 and 40

seconds respectively.

5.1 Asynchronous Railroad Crossing

The railroad crossing example used here is extended from the modechart

presentation in Jahanian and Stuart [ 1988]. We have trains, a railroad
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crossing monitor, and a gate controller which are subject to the following

constraints.

(1) The monitor has four modes, A (train approaching beyond 1/2 mile), B

(train approaching within 1/2 mile), C (train crossing), and P (train just

passed). At any time the monitor can onl:y be in one of the four modes.

(2) Similarly, the controller has four modes, U (gate is up), MD (gate is
moving down), D (gate is down), and MU (gate is moving up).

(3) Initially the monitor is in mode A, and the controller is in mode U.

These three constraints in turn can be written as the three APTL formulas

shown in Table III where each mode is represented by a predicate of the same

name. The safety requirement is that whenever there is a train in the

crossing, the gate is down. In APTL, this can be written as ❑ (C - D) whose

negation is TI - O(C ~ 1 D).

In this version, we assume that the monitor controller uses one clock and

that the trains use another clock. We index the trains’ clock by 1 and the

clock shared by the monitor and the controller by 2, respectively. Since all

interesting events only have occurrences at the ticks of the two clocks, we

may assume that at every state, at least one of the two clocks ticks, i.e.,

Ql= ❑[x1> x,lo[yl> y21(x1+ l+y1v.Y2+l+y2).

The clock synchronization constraint is that measured over any period; the

ratio of clock 1’s rate to clock 2’s rate roughly falls in the range [9, 11). This

can be translated to the formula shown below.

Q2=n[x1, x210[y1, y~l(x2+l +Y2+(Yl +95 Y2+l~Y2+l~Yl+ll))

The transitions of the eight modes of the monitor controller are event

occurrences specific to clock 2. To bind their occurrences to the ticks of clock

2, we need the formula shown in Table IV. The mode transitions of the

monitor controller are subject to the following restrictions.

(1) In mode A, when the monitor detects a train approaching within 1/2
mile, it enters mode B. Owing to the train speed, for a train approaching

the crossing, it takes 290 to 300 time units according to the train’s clock

to go to the crossing, after entering mocle B. When the train enters the

crossing, the monitor enters mode C.

(2) In mode C, when the monitor detects a train has passed, it enters mode

P. Due to the safety-dictated distance between two trains, we know that

after entering mode P, it is not possible to detect another approaching

train within 90 to 100 time units according to the trains’ clocks.

(3) When the controller is in mode U and detects that the monitor is in mode
B, it enters mode MD and moves the gate down completely within 2 to 5

time units according to its clock. When the gate is down completely, the

controller enters mode D.

(4) When the controller is in mode D and detects that the monitor is in mode
P, it enters mode MU and moves the gate up completely within 2 to 10

time units according to its clock. When the gate is up completely, the
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Table III. Common Requirement on the Railroad Crossings

(A AYBA--ICA-IP) v (7A ABA7CATP)
(-A A-B AC A-P) v (TAA-BATCAP) )
(U A-IMDA--IDA.MU) v (. UAMDA.DA.MQ
(. UA.MDADA.MQ v (.UA.JfDA.DAJfq )

Table IV Bmd]ng Event Occurrences to Clock Ticks

Q3 E (D[z1>z2](A - 0[w,Y2](Avz2 + 1 = Y2)))
A (cI[zl, z2](B - OIY1, V2](B v X2 + 1 * Y2)))

A (D[xl, s2](C7 - O[?A, Y2](CV Z2 + ~ = ?/2)))

A (D[zl, z2](P - OIY1, Y2](Pv Z2 + 1 = Y2)))

A (f3[z1, z2](U - OIY1, Y2](u v X2 + 1 = Y2)))
A (17z1, z2](MD - OIW, YZ](MDV x2 + 1 * IIZ)))

A (“[Zl!zZ](D — OIY1, Y2](D VZ2 + 1 = Y2)))
A (cI[zl, z2](J4U - OIY1, V21(MUV Z2 + 1 = Y2)))

Table V Mode Tranwtlon Requirement on Asynchronous Railroad Crossing

A, = ❑((A A C)-TA) ~ OIZ1, z2](iY[I/1, v2](C A ?/2 E Z1 + ‘290)[YI, Y2](B A Y2 a Z1 + 300)))
AZ = ❑((C A 0--C) + OIZI, ZZ](UIYI, v2](.4 A Y2 E ZI + 90)[uI, w](P A Y2 a ZI + 100)))
A3 E (0(((7 /l TB) _ OU))

((

(u A B A O[yl, y2]z2+ 1 = 3/2)
A ❑IZ1, Q]

- OIY1! Y21
(

L?/ [zl, z2](DAy2 +2 ~ %~)
(h’~AZ2dy2+5)

A4 G (O((D A -P) — OD))
)))

A (o[x1x2]((D~’::::~F2EiE~::::2:J::!:r~)))
A (O((Jf.!JAmB) - o(Muv u)))

((

(MUA B Ao[yl, y2]z2+ 1 # y2)

A •[~l,d
+ OIY1 ! Y21

(

~ [zl, z2](DAy2 +2 ~ ZZ)

[.1, z2](~~A 22 d Y2+ 5) )))

controller enters mode U. However, if while moving the gate up, the

controller detects that the monitor is in mode B, it immediately enters

mode MD and moves the gate down completely within 2 to 5 time units

according to its clock.

The four constraints listed above can be specified with the APTL formulas

shown in Table V. The system is safe iff the formula 11 A rz A r~ A Q, A Q ~

A f~~ A Al A ~z A i!:j A AJ A n is unsatisfiable.

5.2 Missile Avionics

The following example is a simplified version of the specification of part of a

missile avionics system. The specification is translated manually from a

modechart [Jahanian and Stuart 1988] specification. The core of the speciflca-
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tion is a read-write synchronization mechanism with a period of 10 time units

in a single-clock system. There are five processes, the Reader, Reader-Moni-

tor, Writer, Writer-Monitor, and Mailbox-Manager that interact with one

another. The safety requirement is that both the Reader and Writer finish

their jobs in each period, as long as all the deadline requirements of the

various processes are respected. The five processes each have 10, 4, 10, 4, and

5 modes respectively. Because of the length of this specification, we shall only

give English descriptions of the 5 processes and leave the APTL specification

to Appendix A.

At the beginning of each period, the Reader and Writer are in their initial

modes, and the Reader-Monitor, Writer-Men itor, and Mailbox-Manager are

in their idle modes. The Reader process operates in the following way.

—In the initial mode, the Reader starts a new execution cycle and notifies

the Reader-Monitor of the beginning of its new execution cycle, and it then

must wait until the Reader-Monitor responds.

—After the Reader-Monitor responds, the Reader tries to lock the mailbox.

—Once the mailbox lock is granted, the Reader tests the emptiness of the

mailbox, If it is not empty, the Reader starts data transfer which takes one

time unit. Otherwise, the Reader is blocked.

—Once the data transfer is complete, the Reader releases the lock.

—One time unit after the Reader releases the lock, the Reader marks the

mailbox as empty and claims its job in the current period is done.

—On being blocked, the Reader stays blocked until the mailbox becomes

nonempty. When the mailbox becomes nonernpty, the Reader reenters its

initial mode and starts a new execution cycle.

—When the job for the old period is finished and the new period (ten time

units) begins, the Reader enters its initiall mode again.

The Reader-Monitor is responsible for reporting the status of the Reader to

the external world.

—In its idle mode, if the Reader-Monitor is notified of the beginning of a new

execution cycle, the Reader-Monitor acknowledges the notification and

starts monitoring the activity of the Reader after one time unit.

—The Reader-Monitor goes back to its idle mode when either the job of the

Reader in the current period has been completed or the Reader is blocked.

The Writer process operates in the following way.

—In the initial mode, the Writer starts a new execution cycle and notifies the

Writer-Monitor of the beginning of its new execution cycle, and it then

must wait until the Writer-Monitor responds.

—After the Writer-Monitor responds, the Writer tries to lock the mailbox.

—Once the mailbox lock is granted, the Writer tests the emptiness of the
mailbox. If it is empty, the Writer starts data transfer which takes one

time unit. Otherwise, the Writer is blocked.

—Once the data transfer is complete, the Writer releases the lock.
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—One time unit after the Writer releases the lock, the Writer marks the

mailbox as nonempty and claims its job in the current period is done.

—On being blocked, the Writer stays blocked until the mailbox becomes

empty. When the mailbox becomes empty, the Writer reenters its initial

mode and starts a new execution cycle.

—When the job for the old period is finished and the new period (ten time

units) begins, the Writer enters its initial mode again.

The Writer-Men itor is responsible for reporting the status of the Writer to the

external world and operates in a way similar to the Reader-Monitor.

—In its idle mode, if the Writer-Monitor is notified of the beginning of a new

execution cycle, the Writer-Monitor acknowledges the notification and

starts monitoring the activity of the Writer after one time unit.

—The Writer-Monitor goes back to its idle mode when either the job of Writer

in the current period has been completed or the Writer is blocked.

The Mailbox-Manager operates in the following way.

—In its idle mode, if there is only one process (either the Reader or the

Writer ) requesting for the lock to the mailbox, it grants the lock to the

process. If both the Reader and the Writer are requesting the lock, it

nondeterministically grants one of them the lock.

—One time unit after the decision is made, the mailbox is actually locked.

—If the process holding the lock is blocked, the Mailbox-Manager releases

the lock for the process.

—Once the lock is released, the Matlbo~-Manager returns to its idle mode.

6. DECISION PROCEDURE

Our main result in this section is the following theorem

THEOREM. There is a 22(’(’” time complexity decision procedure for the

satisfiability problem of APTL, where n is the input size.

We plan to sketch the decision procedure briefly in this section. In Section
6.1, we give the structure of the tableau method. One example of tableau

construction will be given. Section 6.2 illustrates the idea of how we evaluate

inequalities.

Several technical details are left to Appendix B. Section B. 1 shows how we

use finite temporal precedence information to evaluate the inequalities.

Section B.2 introduces the four basic functions used to construct the tableau.

Section B.3 shows the construction of consistent nodes in the tableau, and

Section B.4 describes the conditions for connecting the tableau nodes by

edges. Section B.5 establishes the correctness of the tableau-based decision

procedure. Finally Section B.6 computes the time complexity of the decision
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procedure and discusses the EXPSPACE Completeness of the APTL satisfia-

bility problem.

6.1 Tableau-Based Decision Procedure

We employ a tableau-based decision procedure for verification. Given an

APTL formula, the tableau method generates a graph with nodes represent-

ing states and edges representing transitions in a state sequence. It exhaus-

tively generates all the possible tableau nodes and builds the edges among

the nodes. A satisfying state sequence corresponds to an infinite path in the

tableau. The elementariness of the decision procedure depends on the small

finite size of the tableau constructed.

Given an APTL formula S, the tableau for S is a directed graph (V, E ). V

is the set of nodes, each of which is a finite recording of a possible multiclock

state sequence seen from a possible current state. Suppose we are given a

current state ~1< in a state sequence CE,then a tableau node for ok is a triple

(C, F, 1) such that C = CA (the index set of the clocks that tick at state +},);

F = Fk is called the multiclock fiarne of S under @ at state +k and is a

finite-history recording used to evaluate inequalities, and I is called a

fulfilling set of S under @ at state ~~ and is a set of APTL formulas that are
expected to be true at ~k.

E is a subset of V x V such that (A, B) G E iff there is a transition from

state configuration A to B.

The definitions of multiclock frames, fulfilling sets, as well as the detailed

construction of the nodes and edges in the tableau are given in Sections B. 1,

B.3, and B.4.

Example 8. Consider the formula ❑ [ x ~]0[ y, ] x ~ Q y, which enforces the

progressiveness of the only local clock. Part of its tableau is shown in Figure

3. In each node, we show the three components C, F, and 1 respectively. The

elements of the fulfilling set of each node arise either from consistency

requirements on the elements already in the set or are due to the elements in

fulfilling sets of nodes with edges to the given node. As examples of formulas

resulting from node consistency I“E!C@Z”eITIE!nk, consider the following. Since

the input formula is headed by the modad operator ❑ , according to the

semantics of the modal operator u, every node reachable from a system-

starting node must thus be labeled with the three formulas,

❑[x110 [y11x14 Y], on[.~,]~[.yl].rl a .Y17 and [X1l OIYIIXI Q yl, Since all

nodes are labeled with [ x ~]0[ y ~] x ~ ~ yl, all nodes must also be labeled with

)[.Y]IT1 4 .Y1 according to the semantics of freezing operator. Since

0[ y ~ITl u y ~ cannot be fulfilled by the current state, according to the seman-

tics of the model operator K’), every node must be labeled with O 0[ y ~12’1 d y ~.

According to the semantics of the modal operator ~’~, if a node is labeled

with >[ y ~] true, it must be labeled with either [ y ~1true (hence true) or

O 0[ y, ] true. Nodes 1 and 2 are both labeled with 0[ y ~] true while the former

is on] y labeled with O 0[ y ~] true, and the latter is labeled with true.
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1 (7=0 F= {l} C= {l} F= {l} 2

q~l]wl]~l Q 91 ❑IZI]OIYI]ZI d !/1

oo[~l]o[Yl]~l Q u
< oa[zl]o[vl]~l 4 Y1

[Z,]o[y,]z, a y, [ZI]OZI a w

o[yl]Tl a ~1 O[yl]Tl a yl

OOIY1]T1 a VI ‘ Oo[YdTl a VI
O[yl]true O[~l]true

00[y~]trzfe [yl]t~e
true

Fig, 3. Part of a satisfying tableau

To illustrate the formulas added due to edges between nodes, consider the

edge from node 1 to 2. Since node 1 is labeled with

the formulas ❑ [ XIIO[ yll xl 4 yl and 0[ yl]frue must also be labeled on node

2, according to the semantics of the modal operator O. Furthermore, since

O CXy] ITl d .V1 is labeled on node 1 and C = {1} at node 2, 0[ yl]true must be
labeled on node 2, according to the algorithms discussed in Sections B.1, B.2,

and B.4. At the end of Section B.4, we show a derivation sequence to support

this claim.

Consider the edge from node 2 to 1. Since 00[ yl]Tl 4 yl is labeled on node

2 and C = @ at node 1, 0[ yl ]T’l a .V1 must also be labeled on node 1.

Given an APTL formula S, a node in the tableau corresponds to the

system-starting state iff its I component contains a formula equivalent to S.

Thus an infinite path starting from a node corresponding to the system-start-

ing state represents a set of state sequences for S. Thus in this case the

formula is satisfiable because of the unit loop consisting of node 2.

We have not yet formally defined multiclock frames. For simplicity, in this

example, there is only one clock, and the multiclock frame is always either 0

or {1}. At the end of Section B.4, we present another example which con-

structs a tableau for a formula with two local clocks and more complex

multiclock frame values.

62 Evaluation of Inequalities

The way we evaluate inequalities can be viewed as an extension to the

method used in Alur and Henzinger [1989], which states that at each current

state, the sole dynamic variable T is interpreted as the reading of the sole

clock at the current state, as follows:

—T at the next state has the same interpretation as T at the current state if

during the transition to the next state the clock does not tick;

—otherwise, T at the next state has the same interpretation as T + 1 at the

current state.
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In our decision procedure, since we have multiple clocks, we modify this

scheme so that

—T, at the next state has the same interpretation as T, at the current state

if during the transition to the next state tlhe ith clock does not tick;

—otherwise, T, at the next state has the same interpretation as T, + 1 at the

current state.

We call this our first translation scheme.

Example 9. With respect to the state sequence in Figure 1, if

the simplification process shown in Table VI results from applying the first

translation scheme. The second line is obtained from the first line by using

the first translation scheme. The third line is obtained by replacing x ~ with

TI at the second line according to the semantics of the freezing operator. The

fourth line is obtained from the third line according to the semantics of

asynchronous inequalities. There are two things to notice.

—We bind x ~ to TI in the third line because at 4GI, the interpretation of TI

is ~bl (l).

—We replace Tz 4 TI + 2 by true in the fourth line because, at the current

state, Tj occurs in either the past or the present, but TI + 2 occurs in the

future. Thus according to the semantics of asynchronous inequalities,

Tz a TI + 2 is equivalent to true.

In addition to the first translation scheme, we also need a method to

compare the temporal precedences between displaced readings of different

clocks. For this purpose, we devise the second translation scheme which will

be described below. The goal is to transform each inequality so that both sides

are measured on the same local clock, so that we can evaluate the inequali-

ties with finite information. For all displaced local-clock readings T, + c and

~+d,

—If i = j, then T, + c *T, +d-csync(-)d.

—Forall e,ifi#jand T,+e# Tl+d, th.en T,+c-Tl+ d-T,+ c-T,

+ e.

—Forall e,ifi#jand T,+ea Tj +d4T, +e+l, then

—Tl + C;TJ + d = T, + cyT, + e,

—T, -t-ca Tj+d=T, +c:T, +e,

—T, +c~T, +d~T, +cPT, +e,

—Ti+c D~, +d=TZ+cb Tl+e, and

—Tl + c @ T] + d = false.

Example 10 illustrates applying the two translation schemes described above

to the formulas labeled on tableau nodes.
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Table VI, A Slrnphficatlon Process with the First Translation Scheme

460 ~ 0[~1,~2]( T2+1Q ~l+z A OIY1, Y2] ~1~Y2 )

= 461 b [X,, X2]( T24z1+2 A O[yl, yz] ZI ~ y2 )

= 461 K T24TI+2 A O[yl, yz] T1 ~ y2

= 461 ~ true A OIV1, yz] ~1 d yz

Table VII. A Sirnphfication Process with the Two Translation Schemes

E.~anzple 10. Given the state sequence @ in Figure 1, if

then we get the simplification process shown in Table VII when using both

translation schemes. This example is basically similar to Example 9 except

that we use the second translation scheme to derive the fifth line. There are

two things to notice. First, we replace TI d y~ by Tz – 1 a yz in the fifth line

because in the state sequence, OGI(l) = 171, 4GI(2) = 10Z, and 9Z Q 17, ~ 10Z.

Thus no matter what the value of yz may be, 171 Q yj will be equivalent to

9Z ~ yz. Second, at current state ~bl, we can conclude that Tz – 14 yz is true

in the sixth line since the earliest reading that yz can be bound to is T7.

To perform the second translation scheme, we need to record finite infor-

mation about temporal precedences at each state. This is the purpose of the

multiclock frame component in each tableau node.

7. RELATED WORK

In this section, we examine some of the work related to APTL. We shall

discuss the related work in chronological order in which they appear. First,
each piece of work will be summarized briefly. We ~lni~h the comparifion by

explaining the advantages of APTL against each of these previous works.

ESTEREL. ESTEREL [Berry and Cosserat 1984] is an early attempt in

defining a real-time system specification language with formal semantics.

The system model is synchronous (single clock), and the system is supposed

to settle down to a quiescent state between ticks. This research also empha-
sizes mechanical translation of ESTEREL programs into executable code.

LUSTRE. Bergerand et al. [1985] proposed the data flow language LUS-

TRE with a functional programming style. The language operates on infinite
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sequences of values. Several very powerful operators are defined. For exam-

ple, given a boolean value sequence C = Clc:i . . . c,, . . . and positive integer n,

count(C)(n) is the number of elements in c1, . . . . c,, with boolean value true.

With this kind of operator, it is possible to simulate the local clocks in our

system model by boolean variables.

RTL. RTL [Jahanian and Mok 1986; 1987] is a specification language that

is tailored for event-based real-time control systems. The formulation in

Jahanian and Mok [1986] assumes a single ,global clock. Because of access to

the occurrence indices of event occurrences, it is especially suitable for

reasoning about ordering among different event types. Refutation by positive

cycles is proposed as a way to detect inconsistencies in specifications. How-

ever, the general satisfiability problem is undecidable.

SIGNAL. SIGNAL [Gautier and Guernic 1987] is a functional program-

ming language for the structural description of interconnected processes.

Because of its declarative style, the language can be projected on the commu-

tative field 2/32, a complete static calculus of the timing of any SIGNAL

process. Timing analysis is performed by translating specifications into equa-

tions in 2/32. Computability analysis of the system is done through the

conditional-dependence graph.

TPTL. Like APTL, TPTL [Alur and Henzinger 1989; 1990] also has an

elementary time complexity decision procedure. The following differences

separate APTL from TPTL.

One advantage of APTL is that it allows multiple clocks of different

granularities and provides a formal way to reason about clock jitters. APTL

also supports restricted inferences to the past and the standard capability

for inference to the future. For example, the formula

n[.Y1, X21(p ~ (xl – 104xz–25 @q))

enforces temporal precedences among the clock ticks in the past. This is

meaningless in TPTL since all clock readings refer to the same clock.

In the model for TPTL, the reading of a clock may increment by any

nonnegative integer value. But in APTL we only allow clock readings to

increment by one. (See the introduction of our system model in Section 2.)

This choice is made to maintain the integrity of local clock displacements. For

example, suppose we allow ~~(i) = a, and ,jk + ~(i) = a, -t 3. Then what does

a, + 2 mean?

Metric Temporal Logic. Koymans [1990] introduces metric temporal logic,

a refinement of linear propositional temporal logic, for specifying time-critical

systems with a single clock. His logic permits modalities such as G < ~p,

which means that p is guaranteed to occur within 5 clock ticks.

RTCTL. Emerson et al. [ 1992] consider a branching-time metric temporal

logic, RTCTL, with modalities such as EO < ~p which means that along

some future path, p is guaranteed to occur within five time units. The

emphasis here is on analyzing the complexity of algorithms for mechanical
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reasoning. It is shown, for example, that RTCTL satisfiability is EXPTIME-

complete while model checking of finite-state systems is in PTIME with

respect to the size of the state space graph.

TRIO. TRIO [Felder and Morzenti: 1992: Ghezzi et al. 1990] is a subclass

of linear-time propositional temporal logic with some very powerful modal

operators. The system model is synchronous with one clock. Automatic trans-

lation to executable code is one of its strengths. A decision procedure for

mechanical verification has been developed for finite schedules.

Combining Z and RTL. Fidge [1992] combined Z [Diner 1990; King 1990]

and RTL [Jahanian and Mok 1986; 1987] to provide a formal methodology for

real-time system specification and verification. Since timing constraints are

written in RTL which assumes a single clock, very expressive timing rela-

tions can be written. The verification technique involves derivation of RTL

formulas from the Z specification and Z proving theorems by hand.

Event Causalit<v. Murphy [ 1992] proposed a real-time system specification

methodology based on causality among events. Timing was considered for

mapping to real numbers the times when each event starts and finishes.

Thus the system model has a single clock. System verification relies on

bisimulation and refinement of behaviors.

Combining C’CS and CSP. Jeffrey [ 1992] combined CCS [Milner 1983]

and CSP [Hoare 1985] to propose a new process algebra with priority and

time. Jeffrey showed that the timing constraints in the specification can be

eliminated if the time stamps are encoded in the priority scheme.

Comparison with Related Works. As can be seen from our listing of

related works, APTL is a formal specification tool intended for distributed

real-time systems where clock jitters may occur. LUSTRE [Bergerand et al.

1985] is the only related work capable of describing such phenomena with its

powerful operators.

APTL is designed to support automatic verification of distributed real-time

system specifications and has a decision procedure of elementary time com-

plexity. ESTEREL [Berry and Cosserat 1984] and LUSTRE [Bergerand et al.

1985] emphasize formal semantics, automatic translation, and simulation.

RTL [Jahanian and Mok 1986; 1987] supports computer-aided verification

with human guidance but does not have a decision procedure for its satisfia-

bility problem for the full logic. SIGNAL [Gautier and Guernic 1987] supports

limited automatic verification of timing. TPTL [Alur and Henzinger 1989;

1990] and RTCTL [Emerson et al. 1992] also have verification procedures of

elementary time complexity, but for single-clock systems only. As mentioned

before, a straightforward multiclock extension to TPTL results in undecid-

ability. TRIO [Felder and Morzenti 1992; Ghezzi et al. 1990] only supports

automatic verification for finite schedules, not infinite runs. The other related
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works [Fridge 1992; Jeffrey 1992; Koymans, 1990; Murphy 1992] have not

emphasized support for automatic verification.

8. CONCLUSION

One of the major advantages of APTL over previous approaches is that it

provides a natural way for specifying distributed systems where the timing of

individual subsystems can be specified with respect to local clocks alone.

Timing constraints involving more than one site are specified with respect to

clocks at the observers’ sites. Furthermore, local clocks may have different

granularities and may not progress at a uniform rate with respect to one

another. This allows individual subsystems to be specified by using a dis-

crete-time model, even though real (global) time is continuous. Discrete-time

models are more appropriate if we want to specify computer systems, which

are inherently discrete-time devices. The s:ystem model on which APTL is

defined allows clock jitters, and APTL can be used to state clock synchroniza-

tion properties such as clocks drifting at bounded rates.

Unless clocks are tightly synchronized and[ the system can be considered to

be synchronous (i.e., computation proceeds in global steps where the system

must reach a quiescent state before a next step), it does not make sense in

real-time applications to compare the numerical values of readings of two

completely independent local clocks. Our ma<jor innovation is the introduction

of asynchronous inequalities, treating local clock readings as temporal marks

instead of values, and comparing their temporal precedence instead of their

value identities.

The satisfiability problem of APTL is EXPSPACE-complete, and we have

shown a decision procedure for it with time complexity 2 “’(”’ where n is the

input size (length of the formulas). We have implemented a prover for APTL

and demonstrated the tableau-based verifkation procedure on the popular

railway-crossing example and another based on a real-life system.

Problems in real-time system specifkatioml and verification are harder than

nontimed systems because of the arithmetic properties of systems introduced

by timing constraints. Since most of the verification problems are computa-

tionally hard, we need to look for ways to combine automated procedures and

human-guided heuristics. The tableau-based approach discussed herein pro-

vides a basis for this effort.

APPENDICES

A. MISSILE AVIONICS SPECIFICATION IN APTL

Given a nonempty set Y of proposition names, we adapt to the shorthand

BM-) for

V[, e ,,(P AA ~=.,.q~pm~~.

The specifications for the Reader, Reader-Men itor, Writer, Writer-Morlitor,

and Mailbox-Manager processes are showrl in Tables VIII–XII, respectively.

The periodic behavior of the Reader and Writer are specified in Table XIII.
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Table VIII The Reader Process Specification

A

A
A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

R.init

(({

R.init, R. 1.init, R.locking, R.locked, R.reading,
❑ @ R. blocked, R. unlock, R.empty, R. 1done, R.done 1))

(OIZ](R init + O[y](y = r A R.1.init)))

(O[r]((R.l.init A Rkf.prep.enter) + O[y](z @ y A R.locking)))

(tl((R.1.init A ~RNf.prep.enter) + OR.1.init))

( ❑l[z]((R.lockingA M. Rprep.enter) -t O[y](z s y A R.locked)))

(Cl((R,lockingA ~M.Rprep.enter) + C) R.locking))

(.,zl((R::;~~t;;\.=;;;;j:~[:s::::::T,ty)))))))

(O[z]((R.lockedA MBo~.empty) --+ O[y]: * y A R.bIocked)))

(O[z]((R.blocked A nMBox.empty) + O[y](z # y A R.1.init)))

(Cl((R.blocked A MBox.empty) + OR. blocked))

(O[z](R.empty+ OIV](Y # z A R.1.done)))

(Cf[z](R.1.done+ ()[V](Y = z A R.done)))

(Q[z]((R. done A R.p) + O[y](y - z A R.init)))

(fJ((R.done A TR.p) + OR.done))

Table IX, The Specification of the t?eader-hfon~tor Process

A
A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A

IW.start

(Cl((YRM.prep) + 71Wf.prep.enter))

(El(RM.Prep + @Rit4.prep.enter))

(n(((~RM.Prep) A ORJf.prep) ~ ORNf.prep.enter))
❑l(@{ Rlkf.start, RM.idle, RM.prep, R.M.active})

(U[y](RM.idle A T’l + 1- y)[y](RM.start A 2’1 = y))

(Cl[c] (( RM.idJeA A.1.init) + O[y] (z ~ y A ( u ~~~[~~lz~ ~~f~fp~tive) )) ) )

(O((RM.idle A ~R.1.init) + ORM.idle))

(O[z]((RM.active A (R.l.done V R. blocked)) + O[y](z @ y A Rkf.idle)))

(Cl((Rhf.active A TR.l.done A ~R.blocked) + ORM.active))

The formula that imp lements the boolean variables that signal the emptiness

and fullness of the mailbox are given in Table XIV. The negation of the safety

requirement is S(R. foil v W. fuil).

B. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE DECISION PROCEDURE

For simplicity, we build the tableau for the modal operators ❑ , ~), and O, but

it is straightforward to extend the tableau construction to include the modal

operator Y/.

B.1 Multiclock Frames

We use the operator srch ( ) to define rnulticlock frames, the F components in

tableau nodes. A precise definition for multiclock frames is given later in this

section. Given a sequence F of 1 + 1 sets of integers, we index it by – 1, . . . . 0
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Table X. The Writer Process Specification

A

A
A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

W.init

(({

W.init, W.1 .init, W.locking, W.locked, W.writing,
n@ W. blocked, W. unlock, W. full, W.1 done, W.done }))

(D[z](W,init + O[y](y = z A W.1.init)))

(Cl[z]((w.l.init A WM.preP.enter) + O[g](z * y A W,locking)))

(0(( lV.1.Init A ~wkf.prep.enter) + Ow.1.init))

(o Iz](( W,locking A M. Wprep.enter) + O[y](z = ~, A W.locked)))
(!3(( W.locking A -M. Wprep.enter) + O W.locking))

(.[zl((T:(:;:(j+:;;:j:y[:~:::Jfi:f))))))

(Cl[x]((w.ldmdA=MBox.empty) + O[j(z * y“A W,biocked)))

(0[$](( Wtblockeo’ A MBox.empty) + OIY](Z * y A W.1.init)))
(0(( W.bJocked A mMBox.ernpty) --+ OW.blocked))

(O[z](W.fuJl-+ ()[y](y= zA W.l. done)))

(cI[z]( W.l. done + O[y](y % z A W,done)))

(a[z]((W.done A W.p) + O[y](y =+ z A W.init)))
( ❑(( W.done A ~}V.p) ~ OTV.done))

Table XI The Specification of the Writer-Monitor Process

A
A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A

WM.start

(O((~WM.prep) + -WM,prep.enter))

(0( WM.prep + o= WNf.prep,enter))

(O(((YWkf.prep) A OWM.prep) + () WM.prep.enter))

D (@ { M W,inl t, WM. idJe, WM.prep, WM. active})

(U[y]( WM.idle A I“I + 1 * v)[d(wM.startA~1==Y))

‘[z] (wMid’eAw’0ini’’+0’y4-’ A(u lw=NKYtive) ))))((
(fl((tVM.idjeA = W.1.imt) + OWM,idle))

(Cl[z](( WM.active A ( W.l.done V W. blocked)) + QJ(z @ y A WM.idle)))

(Cl((WM.active A =W.J.done A ~ W.bJocked) + (> Whf.active))

respectively, so ~hat F = f_l . . . f_ ~[0, srck( i, e, f. ~. . . f,)), for all i > 1 and

e s O, returns h such that – 1 s h s O, i e fi, and there are exactly ]e I

elements in f,, + ~ . . . f. that contain i. Intuitively srcli(i, e, F) is the index of

the element in F that contains the (I e I + 1)-st rightmost occurrence of i. If

there are fewer than Ie I + 1 occurrences of i in the sequence, then srch( i, e, F)

is undefined. For convenience, we allow e :> 0, but srch (i, e, F) is undefined

in this case, as well.

Example 11. srch(2, – 1,{2}{1, 2}{1]) = –2 and srch(l, 5, {2}{1, 2}{1}) are

undefined.

Given an APTL formula S, we let LD( S) be the largest absolute value of

the constants appearing in S. For every state ~~, we shall define F), as the

multiclock frame under Q at state ~~, and it indicates the temporal prece-

dence among the last LD( S ) + 1 ticks of each of the m local clocks of S
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Table XII. The Specification of the Mai//mt-Manager Process

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A

(cI((Ylf.Rprep) + =M.Rprep.enter))

(O(&f.Rprep + O~M.Rprep.enter))

(D(((+f.Rprep) A OJf.Rprep) + Olkf.Rprep.enter))

(n((--Ilf. Wprep) + --IiVf. Wprep.enter))

(C I(JJI.Wprep + O-AI. Wprep.enter))

(Q(((lM. Wprep) A OM. Wprep) + CJIkf. Wprep.enter))
M.idIe

❑ (@ { M.idle, M. Rprep, M. R, M. Wprep, M. ~)

[[([

(M.iclle A (R.lockin,g V TV.kxking))

❑l[z] - “OckingAo’”’(z-”A( uE][:~l:~~::i:))))

v “Oc’ingAo’’l(z=’A( u:l[:~’:::#::) )))) ))
(O((itf.idle A (~ R.kxking) A (= W.locking)) + OM.id/e))

(D[x]((M.R A (R.1.done V R. blocked)) + 0[.y](z = y A M.klle)))
(O((kf.RA -R.l.doneA nft,blocked) + OM,R))

(C!((RT,idle A = W.lockmgA ~R.locking) + OM.idle))

(D[z]((M WA (W.l.done V W. blocked)) + O[y](z * VA M.idle)))

(CI((M. WA -W.l.done A =W.blo.ked) + OM.W))

Table XIII, The Perlodlcal Behawor of’ the Reader and Wrzter

(u[y](Tl + 10== ?/A R. P)[Y](TI + 10 D y A TR.p A lR.fai~)

(D[z]((R.PA R.done) + (~R.failA Q?/[y](z + 10 = y A R.p)[y](z -F 10 b y A =R.p A =R.fai~)))

(D((R.p A TR.done) - ❑R. faif))

(zJ[y](T, + 10== Y A TV. P)[Y](TI + 10 b y A lIV.p A llV.faiI))

(D[z]((~V.p A \V.done) + (Tw.fai/A@[y](z + 10 e yA w.P)[y](z + 10 b y A =W.PA ~W.faiI))))
(0(( tV.p A T\V.done) + ❑IJV.faif))

under @ at state oh. Given a state OA in an m-clock state sequence Q, Fh

will be a sequence of nonempty subsets G {1, , . . . nz}, and for each 1 < 1 < m,

z belongs to exactly LD( S ) + 1 elements in the sequence.

Here is a a method of computing the multiclock frame of ~~ in state

sequence @. Suppose we are given an APTL formula S and an m-clock state

sequence Q = ...~.l~fl...~~... for S. Todefine F~, reconsider C~, . . ..Ck.

where h < k is the largest h’ < k such that Cl,,, . . . . Ch contain at least

LD(S) + 1 ticks of clock i for each 1 s z <772. Then for each h < h“ < k and

i E C,l,, if there are no less than LD(S) + 1 occurrences of i in C}l,, + ~, . , Ck,

we delete i from C~,. The result is D,, , . . . . D~. By deleting the empty

elements in D~, . . . . D,<, we get F~.

Suppose F’~ = f.l . . . fO, 1 < i,j < m and –LD(S) < ~,d< O. Then under

@, for every state ~~ and for every asynchronous inequality operator - ,

@~(i~ + ~ - @l,(j) + d iff

srch(i, ~, Fk) sync( - ) srch(j. c~, Fh ).
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Table XIV The Specification of Boolean Variables

MBox.empty
A (O(~R.empty V =W.fu]~)
A (O((4fBox.empty) ~ U(R.empty A MBox.empty)(=R. empty A ~MBox.empty)))
A (O(MBox.empty - Z/( W.full A 7MBox.empty)(~ W.fzdl A MBox.empty)))

The correctness of this property can be established since the procedure

through which we construct Fh from C,,, . . . C“h and D,,, . . . . Dk preserves

this property. That is, we can also easily show that

O},(i) +/ - Ok(j) + ~ = srch(i, ~,C,l . ..Ck) sync( -) srclz(.j, c/, C,l . ..Ck)

and

Example 12. For the 2-clock state sequence in Figure 1 with LD( S ) = 1,

F60 = {2){1, 2}{1), smlz(l, O, F60) = O, srch(2, – 1,F60)= –2, and

460(1)4060(2) -1 ~ SrCh(l,O, F60) < srelz(2, –l, F,,l) -0< –2,

For an m-clock state sequence, each multiclock frame is at most nz(LD(S) +

1) and at least LD( S ) + 1 long. Given an APTL formula S, it is clear that the

number of different values of multiclock frames for S is finite.

To model the change in multiclock frames along a state sequence, we need

to define the following two operators. The first appends a new element g to a

sequence F. For this, we write Fg. The second is trunc(F) which given a

sequence of sets of integers, returns a new sequence which keeps only the

rightmost LD(S ) + 1 occurrences of i in F, for each integer i in the sets.

That is, for any element ~ in the sequence and i G f, i is deleted from f if i

is not one of the rightmost LD( S ) + 1 occurrences of i in F. Every empty

element in the sequences is also deleted.

Example 13. In Example 12, trunc(F60{2}) = {1, 2}{1}{2} = F61.

B.2 Four Functions to Implement the Translation Schemes

We use bind( ), sz~cc( ), xlate( ), and ez]al( ) to implement the two clock-

reading translation schemes. Suppose we are given an m-clock APTL formula

S, a multiclock frame F, and an index set C of ticking clocks. Formula

bind(S) is identical to S except that we rep lace every free-variable occurrence
for clock i by Ti in S, for 1 < i < m.

Function SUcc( ) implements the first translation scheme. Formula

SUCC(S, C) is obtained from S by replacing every T, + d with T, + cl – 1 if

i= C, foralll<i <m.
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Function xlczte( ) implements the second translation scheme, the scheme

among different clock readings in the same state. Formula xlate( S, F ) is

obtained from S by performing the following replacement rules, for all

integer constants c, d, and 1 < i, j < m, i # ].

(XLI) Replace 7’, + c -- T, + d by T, + c - T,+eifc <O~d<O and there

exists an e such that srch(i, e, F) = sreh(j, d, F).

(XL2) Replace T, + c - ~ + d by T, + c - 7’– LlXS)–lifc<O~d<O

and srch(j, d, F) < src?z(i, –LD(S), F),

(XL3) Replace T, + c u T, + d by T, + c d T, + e,

T,+c~TJ +dby Tl+cd Tl+e,

T, + c~TJ + d by T, + c~T, + e,

T,+c PT, +dby T,+c BT, +e,

T,+c+ T, + d by false

respectively, if c < 0 ~ d < 0 and there exists an e such that

srch(i, e,F) <srch(j, d,F) A =(srch(j, d,F) >srch(i, e + l, F)).

(XL4) Replace x( + c - T, + d by x, + c - T, + e,

TJ+d-xl +cby Tl+e-xl+c

respectively, if c < 0 ~ d < 0 and there exists an e such that

srch(i, e, F) = srch(j, d, F).

(XL5) Replace x, + c - TJ + d by xl + c - T, –LD(S) – 1,
T1+d-xl +cby T,– LD(S)–l - Xl+e

respectively, if c < 0 ~ d < 0 and srch(j, d, F) < srch(i, –LD(S), F).

(XL6) Replace X, + C:T1 + d by x, + c~~ + e,

TJ+dqx, +cby T,+e Ux, +c,

xl+c~TJ+dbyx, +c:T, +e,

TJ+d Uxl+cby T,+e 4x,+ c,

x,+c DTJ+dbyxl+c P T,+e,

TJ+d~x, +cby T,+e DxZ+ c,

x,+c D7’J+dbyx, +c DT, +e,

l“7+db. x,+cbyTl+e Dx,+ c,

x, + c + T, + d by j’alse,
T,+d +x, + c by fa[.se

respectively, if c < 0 ~ d < 0 and there exists an e such that

srch(i, e,F) < srch(j, d,F) A m(srch(j, d,F) > srch(i, e + l, F)).

Note we use - ( srch( i, c, F) > srch(j, e + 1, F)) because srch( j, e + 1,F) may

be undefined. Assuming the atomicity of the application of each translation

rule, these translation rules terminate because they only transform inequali-

ties, whose two sides refer to different local clocks, to inequalities, whose two

sides refer to the same local clocks.
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Function eual( ) is constructed from the following rules for

constants i, j, c, and d.

(EV1) Replace T, + c -TJ+dby true if(c<O~d>O) V(C>

and c Scync( - ) d is true.

(EV2) Replace T, + c -~+dbyfalse if(c<OAcZ>O) V(c>

and c sync( - ) d is false.

(EV3) Replace T, + c - T, + cl by true if c cync( A ) d is true.

(EV4) Replace T, + c - T, + d by false if c sync( - ) d is false.

. 371

all integer

OAdSO)

OAd s(l)

(EV5) Replace xl + c - T, + d by true if d < c and c syr2c( - ) d is true.

(EV6) Replace .x, + c - T, + d by false if d < c and c sy~2c(-) d is false,

(EV7) Replace T, + d - x, + c by true if d < c and d s.yncl( - ) c is true.

(EV8) Replace 7’1 + d - .x, + c by false if a’ < c and d sync( - ) c is false.

Formula erxzl( S ) is identical to S except that we apply the evaluation rules to

the inequalities in S wherever it is possible.

B.3 Fulfilling Set and Tableau Node Construction

For any tableau node (C, F, 1) such that F = f.l . . . f,,, the consistency rela-

tion between C and F is C + @ * C = f..

Given S an m-clock APTL formula, we let 8’s be the power set of {1,..., m}

and Y—sbe the set of all possible values of the multiclock frames for S. Based

on the four functions, we define the closure of an APTL formula S as the

smallest set that includes the subset U ~ ~ ,I,{eual( xlate( bind(S), F))} and is

closed under the operation Sub, which is defined in Table XV.

Given an APTL formula S and a multiclock frame F of S, we say that set 1

is a fulfilling set (for S1) under F if (S1 ~= I and) I is a set satisfying the

closure properties shown in Table XVI.

Given a tableau node (C, F, I), we require that 1 is a fulfilling set under F.

The fact that xlate( ) and eual( ) together partially implement the second

translation scheme is stated by the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Gir,’en a multiclock state sequence d> = . @_l@O@l @h . . . .

for every formula S and current state q5~,

PROOF. This lemma can be proved by showing @k k S * 4A K xlate( S, F~, )

and @h R S ~ ~}, K ez~al( S ) respectively. The two functions only modify the

asynchronous inequalities in S. Thus, the lemma is proven because each of

the replacement rules exactly preserves th~e truth values of the inequalities.
n

Example 14 illustrates application of bind( ), xlate( ), and eual( ) in

constructing consistent 1 components of the tableau nodes.
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Table XV. Definition of Sub( )

Sub(osl) = {s1, oos~}

Sub(OS, ) = {S,, OOS, }

Sub(oSl) = {eua[zhte(succ(Sl, C), F’)) I F & 3s, C7 G CS}

Sub([zl, . . . . ~m]sl) = {eua~(ziafe(b:nd( S1), F)) I F c 75}

Sub(Sl V S2) = {S1, S2}

Sub(.$ A S2) = {S1, S2}

Sub(-OSl) = {0+1}

Sub(-OSl) = {OmSl}

Sub(= o S1) = {0+1}

Sub(l(Sl V S2)) = {+ A +2}

Sub(=(S1 A S2)) = {=S1 V +2}

Sub(-+l) = {S1 }

Sub(m+c --q+d)={o~+. *q+d}

Sub(7(~ +C -~ + d))= {07(T +C - Tj + d}

Table XVI. Closure Properties of Fulfilbng Set
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Table XVII, An Application of bmd( ), .date( ), and eual( ~

eval(zlate(bind( T2 — 1 a ZI -1 A OIY1, Y2] ~1 q Y2), ~60))

= eual(dute( Tz – 1 a T1 – 1 A OIV1, Y2] TI g Y2, F60))
= eval( Tz -la T2 A OIYI , lJ2] T2am ) ; XL1, XL6
— true A O[yl , y2] T~ a Y2 ; EV3

Example 14. In Figure 1, FG,, = {2}{1, 2}{1}. Suppose at OGO,

~=n[X1, X2](~2– 14 XI–l A~[yI, y2]XI:y2)

is true. Our goal is to calculate the formulal: evcd( xlate( bind(S ), FGO)) which,

according to the node construction consistency rules, must also be true at OGO.

This can be done as shown in Table XVII. Tlhe replacement rules used in each

step are listed on the right.

B.4 Connections among Tableau Nodes

Given two tableau nodes X: (C4Y, F<Y, I.Y ) and Y: (CY, Fy, Iy ), we construct a

directed edge from X to Y iff

—FY = trund Fx CY )

—for every OSI E lx, e~al( xlate(succ(Sl, CY ), FY )) ● lY.

The correctness of SUCC( ) is established by the following lemma.

LEMMA 2. For ever-y m-clock APTL formula S, m-clock state sequence

(+=.. .4 IOo$..dk.. for S, and environment F’,

(where C~. ~ ls the index set of CIOChS ticking at dk + I ~.

PROOF. The proof is a simple extension to the proof of the change of initial

time lemma in Alur and Henzinger [1989]. ❑

Example 15 illustrates application of xlate( ), eval( ), and SUCC( ) in

drawing edges among the tableau nodes.

Example 15. In Figure 1, F61 = {1,2}{1}[2} and Cbl = {2}. Suppose at Ajo,

0(7’1 + luTZ + 1 /’/ O[yl, yz]Tl~y2)

is true. Our goal is to calculate the following formula which, according to the

connection rules among tableau nodes, is expected to be true at state &.

(( ) 1)eva,l xlate SUCC(O(TI + 1UT2 + 1 ~ ‘OIY1, Y2]T1 d Y2)~CIj1 7F61

This calculation is in Table XVIII.
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Table XVIII. An Apphcation of xlate( ), ewd( ), and SUCC( )

eud(date(succ( T1 + 1 d T2 + 1 A O[yl, W] T1 A Y2, C61), ~61))
= evai(zlate( TI+14Tz A O[yl, yz] T1 9 Y2, F61))

= eval( Tl+la T2 A OIY1, Y2] Z’2-la Y2 ) ; XL6
= false A o[yI , Y2] true ; EV2, EV3

1 c = {2} F={1}{I}{2}{2}

❑[zl, yz](. ,.)

“ 0Z3[ZI,!22] (...)

[zl, ?/2](...)

(true Vfake)A~Z+l ~ T, +2

true V false

true

T2-tlg Tl+2

oT, +l~Tl+2

C= {1,2} I F= {1}{2}{1,2}

13[z1, Y2](...)
On[z,,y,]( ...)

[z,, J’,](...)

(fal.e V true) A Tz -i-1 ~ TI + 2
false V true

true

T2+lg T,+2

oT, +lq T,+2

2

Rg. 4 Part of another tableau

In Example 8, we claim that since Ot[ yl]!l’l u yl and OC’[ yl]Tl ~ yl are

labeled on node 1 and node 2 respectively, 0[ yl]true and 0[ yl]l”l a yl must

be labeled on node 2 and node 1 respectively. This claim is proved by the

following two derivations.

ecal(xlate(s ucc(~;[ yl]l”l a yl, {1}), {l}))

= ez~al(f)[ yl]7’1 – 14 yl)

= C[ .vl]true

eca/(. x/ate(isz~cc(: J[<vl]Tl U yl, Q3), {1}))

—— ezml(O[yll Tl 4 y,)

= ‘C’[YIIT1 4 y~

Example 16. Let

S= O[xl, yz]((.~ld-vz–l V .Xl=yz)~yz+luxl+2).

Part of its tableau is shown in Figure 4. There is no edge from node 2 to node

1 because F = {1}{2}{1,2} at node 2 and F = {1}{1}{2}{2] at node 1, but

trzi72c({l}{2}{l, 2}{2}) # {1}{1}{21{2}.

B.5 Correctness of the Tableau Construction

One implication of Lemmas 1 and 2 is that since the state sequence is valid

and progressive, given an inequality Tl + c - ~, + d such that c, d >0, by

continually translating with SUCC( ) along the state sequence, eventually we

are going to translate this inequality into the form T, + c’ = TJ + d’ such that

either c’ < 0 or d’ < 0. This means that eventually we shall be able to
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evaluate this inequality with rules EV1 and EV2 of eual( ) or rules XL1 and

XL3 of xlate( ) and EV3 and EV4 of eval( ).

Similarly, given an inequality x, + c - T, + d, if x, is not bound to any

local clock reading, then along the state sequence, eventually this inequality

is going to be translated by SUCC( ) and xlate( ) into the form X, + c -‘T, + d’

such that d’ < c and -‘ is an asynchronous inequality operator substituted

for - by rules XL1 and XL3 of xlate( ). When this happens, we can use the

evaluation rules EV5 through EV8 of eual( ) to decide its truth value easily.

Given an APTL formula S’, a node (C, 3’, 1) is a system-starting node iff

eual( xlate( bind( S), F)) = 1. An APTL fOrrnlUla S is satisfiable iff there is a

valid and progressive multiclock state sequence that satisfies S. The exis-

tence of such a multiclock state sequence means there is an infinite path in

the tableau starting at a system-starting node such that every clock ticks

infinitely often and every eventuality (0) in this path is satisfied. We call

such a path a satisfying path for S. By combining Lemmas 1 and 2 and the

progressiveness of the state sequence, we can prove Lemma 3.

L~iviwA 3. An APTL formula is satisfiable iff there is a satisfying path in

its tableau.

PROOF. + DIRECTION: This follows from the tableau construction method.

e DIRECTION: Suppose we are given a satisfying path N = nO n ~ . . . n ~ . . .

where n ~ = (Ck, Fk, Ik). We construct a state sequence $ =

. . ~-lfh)(h...~k.. using N in the following way. For every i and k, clock i

ticks at state oh iff i = Ck. Also the ticks of local clocks before do should

comply with F“. For every atomic proposition p and integer k > 0, 4h R p iff

p GIk.

Now we want to prove that for every formula S and integer k >0, if

S = Ih, then 4 R S. We prove this by induction on the length of S. We define

the lengths of literals, boolean operators, D, O, and O all as one. All the

other symbols have length zero.

BASE CASE: Suppose the length of S is one, We have two cases to

discuss.

—If S is an atomic proposition (negated or not), we get the lemma im-

miedately from the construction of the state sequence.

—Suppose S = 1 (T, + c N Tj + d), where \ is empty or m, and S = Ik.

According to the construchon of tableau nodes and the connections among

them and Lemmas 1 and 2, we find that it must be the case that i # j and

c, d > 0. Since the path is progressive, vve find that there is an h > h such

that eventually this inequality is translated to i (7’, + c’ - TJ + d’) with

either c’ s O or d’ < 0 and ezml(xlate( \ (7’, + c’ - TJ + d’), Fk)) ~ lh. This

means the inequality is eventually verified.

INDUCTIVE HYPOTHESIS. We assume that the claim is true for any

formula of length 1>1.
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INDUCTION STEP. Now the formula is of length 1 + 1. This is trivial by

a case analysis on the structures of nonatomic formulas except when the

formula begins with 0. In that special case, since for all k >0, all eventuali-

ties in Ik are eventually satisfies along the satisfying path, we can show that

all eventualities that are expected to be true at +~ will eventually be

satisfied along the state sequence. ❑

B.6 Time Complexity Analysis

The following lemma is important in establishing the size of the tableau.

LEMMA 4. Given an APTL inequality S and a state @k in 0, if h is a

constant in one of the two formulas, eval( xlate(succ(S, C~.b ~), ~k~ ~)) and

eval(x[ate( bi?ld( S), F~ )), the?l –LD( S) < h < LD(S ).

PROOF. By case analysis on the four functions. ❑

An intuition for Lemma 4 is that the magnitudes of the constants in each

inequality of a formula never become bigger than the larger of the two

constants in the same inequality regardless of the number of applications of
el)al . xlate . bind and ellal . xlate . SUCC. Since all formulas that must be true

at a tableau node are subformulas (or subformul as headed by a single O ) of

the given specification with eval o xlate o bind and eval . xlate o succ applied

a finite number of times, from Lemma 4 it is easy to see that there are only

finite number of choices of distinct formulas that we can include in the 1

component of each tableau node. Therefore the number of nodes in the

tableau is finite, since we have already seen that there are only a finite

number of choices of formulas.

Because of the finite size of the tableau. we find that the satisfiability

implies the existence of a strongly connected component in the tableau

reachable from a system-starting node such that for all 1 < z s m, the

component has a node (C’, F, I ) with i c C. The test for satisfiability for C
can be done in a standard way [Emerson 1990].

We now analyze the time complexity of the tableau method. Suppose we are

given an input APTL formula S. We assume that all the local reading

variables and the dynamic variables T,, 1 < i s m, take the same number of

bits and that all the inequality operators also take the same number of bits.

Let n be the size (number of bits) of Ls and [G] be the number of possible
values of G, for all G.

A tableau node is of the form (C, F, 1). Obviously, [C] = 2 ‘“. Since there are

at most rn( LD( S ) + 1) elements in a frame sequence and 2 ‘n value choices

for each element, we find [F] = 2“2’(~D(s J+l). According to Lemma 4, there are

two kinds of formulas that can be included in the 1 component. The first kind

is a formula of length at most 2 n. The second kind is a formula of length at

most 2 n + 1 headed by O. Thus, the number of different possible formulas is

no greater than 2. 2Z”, and the number of possible sets of formulas is 22 z3“.

This means the total number of tableau nodes we may construct is at most
Zrn+m’(r.m)+l)+z’”
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The tableau method only does operations of polynomial-time complexity in

the number of tableau nodes. Thus, the time complexity of the tableau
method will be 0((2~1+??t2(~~(S)+ 1)+2 22’’)C’) for some positive constant a. Since
rn < n, ,lj~(s) < z~, and (’3(2U(~+ ‘l”(z’’+1)+~’22n)) < 220(”), we ~onclUde the

tableau-based procedure is of time complexity 220’”’. This proves the theorem

in Section 6.

The proof for the EXPSPACE completeness of the satisfiability problem of

APTL follows directly from the same proof for TPTL [Alur and Henzinger

1989]. As mentioned in the main text of this article, the clock increments in

TPTL may be any nonnegative integer constant. However, in the proof for

EXPSPACE hardness of TPTL, Alur and Henzinger used the formula ❑ x.

O y.y = x + 1 which is compatible with our system model. Thus the same

proof is readily applicable to APTL.
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